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Abstract
Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPC’s) provide a promising technology for multi-kiloton scale
detectors aiming to address—among other pressing particle physics questions—the possibility of short and long base-
line electron neutrino and antineutrino appearance. MicroBooNE, a 170 ton LArTPC under construction, is the next
necessary step in a phased R&D eﬀort toward construction and stable operation of larger-scale LArTPC’s. This de-
velopment eﬀort also leans heavily on the ArgoNeuT and LAr1 LArTPC R&D experiments at Fermilab. In addition
to advancing the LArTPC technology, these projects also provide unique physics opportunities. For example, Micro-
BooNE will be located in the Booster Neutrino Beamline at Fermilab, at ∼470 m from neutrino production. Thus, in
addition to measuring a suite of low energy neutrino cross sections on argon, MicroBooNE will investigate the anoma-
lous low energy excess seen by the MiniBooNE experiment. Furthermore, the neutrino beam energy and relatively
short baseline provide MicroBooNE with sensitivity to high-Δm2 neutrino oscillations. These proceedings summarize
the role of the MicroBooNE detector in the US LArTPC R&D program, present its physics reach, and brieﬂy discuss
the physics potential of a dedicated near-future neutrino oscillation program at the Booster Neutrino Beamline, as a
way to maximize the physics output of the Fermilab LArTPC R&D projects.
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1. The LArTPC Program in the US
Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber detectors (LArTPC’s) are a promising technology for future-generation
detectors aiming to address electron neutrino and antineutrino appearance over long baselines. Because the appearance
amplitude which governs event rates for this type of search is relatively small, large-scale detectors (multi-kiloton or
larger) are required to accumulate enough event statistics. Conventional searches for appearance of this type employ
water cherenkov detectors to identify νe or ν¯e by the presence of an outgoing e− or e+ in a charged current interaction,
respectively; this method, however, is background limited since any single photon produced in a water cherenkov
detector has the same signature as a single e+ or e−. In view of those limitations, the LArTPC technology proves
advantageous because it oﬀers higher overall detection eﬃciency, and high granularity in event topology and dE/dx
diﬀerentiation which allow for signiﬁcant improvement in background rejection.
In the United States, a strong eﬀort is being carried out to demonstrate both the high performance and the scala-
bility of these detectors to multi-kiloton sizes. The program relies on keystone projects which scale in detector mass
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Figure 1: Scaling of LArTPC prototypes and experiments in the US. For more details, see [1].
over time. Smaller-scale projects focus primarily on engineering milestones, while larger-scale projects focus on both
R&D as well as increasingly more expansive physics programs. The US LArTPC program roadmap is summarized in
Fig. 1.
Past, successfully completed projects include the prototype Bo and Yale TPC test stands, as well as the ArgoNeuT
experiment, a 175 LArTPC prototype, which has already successfully completed its ﬁve-month run in the NuMI
beamline at Fermilab, and already produced its ﬁrst physics result [2]. Current eﬀorts are being focused on the
MicroBooNE experiment, which will be described in the following sections in more detail. MicroBooNE is quite
unique, as its relatively large size and positioning in a high-intensity neutrino beam strikes a nice balance between
R&D and physics. Beyond MicroBooNE, larger prototypes such as LAr1 will further test scalability limits and help
develop a cost scaling model for larger detectors. Presently, the goal of the R&D development is to construct and
demonstrate successful operation of a multi-kiloton LArTPC, such as LAr20, as well as demonstrate the ability to
handle and reconstruct large data samples in an automated way. If the multi-kiloton technology proves feasible, the
ultimate goal of those eﬀorts would be to replicate the multi-kiloton detector as one unit in large enough numbers,
which will allow for a high-sensitivity search for CP violation in the neutrino sector through electron neutrino and
antineutrino appearance at long baselines.
2. The MicroBooNE Detector
The MicroBooNE detector uses a total of 170 tons of liquid argon, with 86 tons of active volume (60 ton ﬁdu-
cial volume) contained within a rectangular TPC, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The TPC dimensions are approximately
2.5×2.3×10.4 m3. The TPC is composed of a solid cathode plane and three wire planes, 0◦ and ±60◦ with respect to
the vertical direction, made up from 3456 and 2400 3mm-spaced wires each, respectively. The wire plane orientation
and wire spacing provides excellent 2D position resolution along the vertical and beam directions. The detector also
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Figure 2: The MicroBooNE detector. The wire planes and PMT’s (not shown) are located on the left side (beam right side) of the TPC.
makes use of 30 PMT’s located behind the wire planes which provide event timing information and, in combination
with the TPC signal timing, position resolution along the drift direction.
The detector will be located 470 m from the Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) production target at Fermilab, and
will be exposed to both the on-axis BNB and the oﬀ-axis NuMI beam at Fermilab during its running phase. The
high-intensity BNB and the relatively large size of the MicroBooNE detector allows for high neutrino event rates to
be collected, and, consequently, a meaningful and high-impact neutrino physics program.
3. MicroBooNE R&D Goals
The MicroBooNE experiment forms the core of the mid-phase R&D program outlined in Fig. 1. Acting as both a
technology demonstrator and a physics experiment, it forms the necessary stepping stone between the existing R&D
projects and the kiloton- and multi-kiloton scale LArTPC detectors.
MicroBooNE has important goals for aiding the development and demonstrating the feasibility of large LArTPC’s.
One such goal is the development of cold electronics (CMOS ASIC’s) for operation in liquid argon temperatures,
which would considerably reduce electronic noise in wire signals [3]. Another equally vital goal is demonstrating that
high enough liquid argon purity can be achieved by purging argon gas in a large, fully instrumented vessel, as opposed
to evacuating the vessel, prior to ﬁlling it with liquid argon. This is crucial for larger detectors, as evacuation in those
cases becomes essentially unfeasible.
Another crucial goal is the demonstration of high electron and photon identiﬁcation and diﬀerentiation eﬃciencies.
Along with understanding systematic uncertainties, e/γ diﬀerentiation is an essential input to reﬁning sensitivity
estimates for next-generation LArTPC detectors proposed for any kind of νe or ν¯e appearance search.
Because the MicroBooNE detector will be located on-surface (that is, it will have minimal shielding against
cosmic rays and cosmic ray induced backgrounds), the experiment is in unique position to study and test the ability
to measure backgrounds to proton decay searches. That will provide valuable input for future, larger, underground
LArTPC’s which have been proposed to search for proton decay.
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Finally, in an eﬀort to make its physics program possible, MicroBooNE is heavily committed to and involved
in developing analysis tools within the LArSoft framework [4]. This framework is intended to be used as a com-
mon software platform to facilitate both MonteCarlo simulations and data analysis for present and future LArTPC
experiments.
4. Physics with MicroBooNE
In addition to advancing the LArTPC technology, MicroBooNE also oﬀers unique physics opportunities, including
studying theMiniBooNE observed low energy excess [5], performing low energy neutrino cross section measurements
on argon, and searching for short-baseline neutrino oscillations.
An exposure to the BNB during a 2-3 year run (corresponding to 6.6×1020 protons delivered to the BNB target)
would provide MicroBooNE with suﬃcient event statistics to allow for useful νμ charged-current quasi-elastic cross
section measurements on argon in the 0.5-1 GeV neutrino energy range; measurements of coherent versus resonant
pion production in neutrino scattering; as well as measurements of kaon production in neutrino scattering. The latter is
particularly important for future proton decay searches. Other measurements include electron neutrino cross-section
measurements using a clean νe event sample, devoid of νμ neutral current backgrounds which have so far been a
limiting factor with conventional detectors.
Besides providing a wide range of interesting measurements in neutrino scattering, MicroBooNE will be able to
deﬁnitively address the nature of the observed low energy excess in MiniBooNE. The advantages that MicroBooNE
oﬀers in performing a low energy excess measurement are the high e/γ diﬀerentiation capability and improved νe
eﬃciency relative to MiniBooNE (a factor of two better), as well as the fact that the MicroBooNE detector will have
sensitivity to reconstructed neutrino energies much lower than the 200 MeV threshold of MiniBooNE. Preliminary
studies show that a low energy excess search with MicroBooNE is found to have a 5σ sensitivity to MiniBooNE’s
observed low energy excess if its underlying nature is νe’s (events which produce single electrons), and 4σ sensitivity
if it is single photons.
Finally, MicroBooNE’s L/E provides sensitivity to electron neutrino appearance at Δm2 ∼1 eV2, which could be
realized by one or more sterile neutrinos with masses of ∼1 eV. Such oscillations have been hinted in the past by the
LSND and MiniBooNE searches for ν¯μ → ν¯e oscillations [6]. Because of insuﬃcient statistics, with 6.6×1020 protons
on target (POT) in neutrino beam running MicroBooNE can only perform a < 3σ test of the LSND and MiniBooNE
oscillation signatures, assuming CPT and CP conservation.
5. Maximizing Physics Output within the R&D Roadmap
While the current MicroBooNE run plan assumes BNB neutrino running during 2013-2016, it could be extended
in the future to accommodate simultaneous MicroBooNE running with a second, larger LArTPC detector situated
on-axis in the Fermilab BNB. Such conﬁguration would allow for a near/far comparison of neutrino ﬂuxes to look for
oscillations with reduced ﬂux and cross section systematics, and increased statistics.
An example of such second detector is LAr1, which is a ∼1 kton LArTPC being developed as an LBNE engi-
neering prototype to test CPAs/APAs, cold electronics, a membrane cryostat design and purity/ﬁltration systems. The
detector, or a copy of it, could be fully instrumented and placed in the BNB. Combined with MicroBooNE Phase II
running, it would oﬀer a powerful sensitivity to sterile neutrino oscillations as well as an opportunity for other neutrino
physics.
Preliminary studies, assuming only statistical uncertainties, to ﬁrst order, show that a combined run with Micro-
BooNE at 470 m and a ∼1 kton LArTPC at 700 m would provide a 5σ sensitivity to the LSND- and MiniBooNE-
allowed regions ofΔm2 and sin2 2θ, used to parametrize sterile neutrino oscillations [7]. The run assumes simultaneous
neutrino running for 6.6×1020 POT.
Note that under such detector conﬁguration scenario, an extended antineutrino run could also be pursued, which
would also provide a high-sensitivity test of LSNDwith antineutrinos. Antineutrino running corresponding to 6.6×1020
POT would give slightly lower sensitivity (∼3σ) than equal running with a neutrino beam, because of the inherently
reduced antineutrino ﬂux and cross sections.
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6. Summary
The US is currently pursuing a strong and promising LArTPC program to develop multi-kiloton-scale LArTPC
detectors, which could be used to search for CP violation in the neutrino sector through νe and ν¯e appearance at long
baselines. The inability to identify an excess as νe’s or single-γ production with conventional detectors is primarily
what drives the need for LArTPC detectors for νe appearance physics. Demonstrating this capability is crucial for
the program, and MicroBooNE is one of the ﬁrst small-scale, R&D-focused LArTPC’s aiming to address this with a
dedicated physics program.
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